To the
sDiv Synthesis Centre

Confirmation of intend to support* proposal for 9th sDiv call

Herewith I confirm my willingness to collaborate* with

Name of PI(s):

on the project

Name of Project:

Date Name & Signature

*How is “support” & “collaboration” defined for an sDiv project?

You as iDiv member should be involved in the development (and writing) of the proposal and its underlying ideas. Please make sure your ideas and input are discussed with the PI(s)/Postdoc and are incorporated in time. The iDiv member should be considered as one of the main collaborators. For a Postdoc proposal, the iDiv member should co-develop a mentoring plan together with the postdoc.

sDiv wants the iDiv member and the PI(s)/Postdoc to be aware that the planned collaboration needs dedicated time, expertise and willingness to significantly contribute from the beginning of the project to the end.